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Biography
A self-confessed perfectionist, retail expert Karl
McKeever is a leading authority in his field. Known for
getting things done, his unique approach to helping
retailers improve their shopping experience and
consistency of visual instore brand execution has
earned him a devoted clientele amongst some of the
world’s best-known brands...
Karl McKeever is the founder and driving force
behind Visual Thinking, a globally recognised visual
merchandising agency that has been trusted by retail
brands for over 25 years.
A renowned retail expert, Karl’s career spans three
decades, with his beginning at one of the UK’s most famous
retail brands – Next – and, for Karl, in a typically unorthodox
fashion: “When I was student working on the checkout
at Sainsbury’s, I took the then Next HR manager’s bank
card hostage,” he recalls. “I refused to return it unless she
granted me a job interview. Remarkably she agreed. The
interview landed Karl his first job as Next’s first male retail
management trainee.
To this day, he’s still enormously proud of the opportunity
offered to him. “In career terms, it was the opportunity of a
lifetime, in what would turn out to be one of the UK’s most
exciting and successful new retail brands”. Karl was then
offered a leading role in the brand presentation team, where
he worked on development projects for future Next brands;
Next for Men, Next Interiors, Next for Children and Next
Cosmetics. “The Next experience was so instrumental to my
career and thinking,” he says. “I spent my formative years
working alongside the likes of Tricia Guild from Designers’
Guild - the team behind Molton Brown - and Tim and Fiona
Slack from Ryder Footwear. These were the leading retail
minds of their era. It would be the equivalent of working for
Apple today. “I was very lucky to be in the right place at the
right time. I learnt a lot, and I’ve never looked back.”
Before going on to found his own consultancy, Karl held key
VM roles for a number of leading retail brands, beginning
with Principles, where he was headhunted to introduce
new visual merchandising and retail policies to support the
chain after its previously successful launch. While there,
he helped get the brand back on track, working with the
VM team to consolidate what was to become the first ‘real
fashion’ brand in the Burton Group. After time with premium
home decoration brand Jane Churchill Limited, Karl then
went on to head-up visual merchandising at Paperchase,
following its acquisition by WHSmith.

“Paperchase was being refocused to become a leading
fashion stationery brand. During my time there, I worked
with an outstanding team of brand professionals including,
amongst others, the highly talented Flo Bayley”. Karl was
involved in all aspects of the brand repositioning, translating
the brand vision into new VM policy and retail practices
instore.
Driven by a desire to share his experience and skills with
a wider audience, Karl was now ready to move on to new
territory. Visual Thinking was born of a sudden realisation,
and in the unlikeliest of settings. “I’d dropped by a historic
country hotel for afternoon tea,” he recalls: “It was in Buxton,
Derbyshire. Tea was served in an elegantly refurbished
drawing room. It had clearly cost tens of thousands of
pounds to restore to such an impressive standard. But then
the tea arrived. “We were served by staff that clearly had
no knowledge or awareness of their role. Not only was the
service brusque and inattentive, the tea was terrible, served
without any care on dirty tableware that had no connection or
relevance to the hotel interior design. “The service did nothing
to match the environment, and in a most glaring way”.

“My frustration is that the
UK has great brands and
people, but it seems we
lack the determination to
excel. We’re good at building
empires, but not so good at
sustaining them.”
“Here we were in this magnificent setting, and this was the
best they could come up with? It made me want to make
the experience much better”.
But it also got him thinking. “Just like the management of this
hotel, to compete effectively, retailers desperately needed
to develop their teams as to what their brand stood for and
how to do the right things well. Because it wasn’t that the
staff at this particular hotel - or indeed anywhere else were necessarily ‘bad’ at their jobs; they simply lacked the
awareness, knowledge and skills to deliver. Here was the gap
in the market, my light bulb moment.”
The rest, of course, is history. Over 25 years, Karl and
his team have helped define instore operations for some
of the top names in retail. His ‘thinking like a customer’
approach to VM has become an industry byword, as has
his trademark project sign-off: ‘looks good, feels great,
sells more’. “We have sprinkled a few acronyms (though I
generally dislike them, as they also add complexity), such as
SILIBI ‘See it, Like it and Buy it, to help land many practical
concepts for better VM and retail delivery into organisations
all over the world. If there is a vocabulary for successful
retailers, I have certainly added a few words of my own.”

“If my work has a legacy, it
will be that retailers around
the world are now more
knowledgeable and better
skilled to succeed.”
In the last 25 years, Karl’s impressive roster of major global
retail clients has span almost every retail sector including
fashion, homeware, telecoms, automotive, bookshops,
leisure and entertainment – advising the likes of John
Lewis, IKEA, Gap, Hamley’s, Disney, LEGO, O2, Hunter
and Audi. From integrated VM training and communications
programmes to support Marks & Spencer’s ambitious
customer experience transformation plans in the early
2000s, through to the transformation of New Look’s instore
brand delivery and the global delivery of improved visual
brand execution for the world-famous Harley-Davidson
brand, amongst others.

He was also responsible for supporting the launch and
ongoing development of Sainsbury’s TU clothing brand.
As well as supporting retailers to deliver the transformation
plans, he spends much of his time travelling and exploring
trends and best practice in international retail.
As a respected voice in the industry, Karl is an experienced
media commentator, bringing a respected and expert
viewpoint on a range of issues regarding the retail industry,
the high street, and changing expectations of the shopping
experience. Karl has featured on the BBC, ITV, Sky,
Channel 5, Bloomberg, as well as in The Telegraph, FT, El
Pais, China Daily, GQ, Esquire, Monocle and various other
print titles. He has also appeared as a retail expert on BBC
TV shows ‘The Fixer with Alex Polizzi’ and an on-screen
judge in The Apprentice.
Through his media and event speaking commitments,
he tells the story of how retailers can boost operational
efficiency and profitability while delivering more efficient,
effective and engaging instore experiences in the highly
challenging and competitive modern retail world. It’s a story
that involves developing clear strategy and policy, innovative
approaches to embedding retail best practice and improving
knowledge and skills, and a commitment to achieving visual
excellence instore.
In 2017, he launched The Retail Exchange - a retail podcast
series dedicated to throwing the spotlight on key issues
affecting the retail industry, with insight and opinion from
senior industry professionals and thought-leaders, and more
recently founded independent creative agency, DSGNLAB.
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